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ABSTRACT

Query by key frame or video example is a convenient and often
effective way to search in video database. This paper proposes a
new approach to support such searches. The main contribution
of the proposed approach is the consideration of both feature
extraction and distance computation as a whole process. With a
video shot represented by key-frames corresponding to feature
points in a feature space, a new metric is defined to measure the
distance between a query image and a shot based on the concept
of Nearest Feature Line (NFL). We propose to use the
``breakpoints’’ of feature trajectory of a video shot as the key
frames and use the lines passing through these points to
represent the shot. When combined with the NFL method, it
helps to achieve a better performance, as evidenced by
experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For content-based video retrieval, currently there are two

widely accepted query modes: keyword-based and
example-based. The example-based approach is necessary in
the situation that users could not describe clearly what they
exactly want by only using text. The example queries could be a
video clip, a frame, an object or some low-leveled features such
as color, texture and motion [1][2][3][4][5][6]. The system
should search in the video database and cluster the relevant
video segments (such as video shots) according to the content
of the query example. The most important issues for such
example-based approaches lie in two aspects: First, how to
select features to represent the content of a video segment.
Second, how to define a distance metric in the feature space to
measure the similarity of two video segments. This paper
focused on how to combine these two issues together for

consideration.
Most of the presented methods work on the key-frames of

the shots to measure the similarity. Dimitrova et.al [1] regarded
the average distance of corresponding frames between two
videos as the similarity measure. Zhang et al.[3] defined another
similarity according to the sum of the most similar pairs of
key-frames. These methods could all be classified as the
Nearest Center (NC) or Nearest Neighbor (NN) approaches.
The drawback for these kinds of methods lies in that they all
leave out the temporal variations and correlation between
key-frames within an individual shot.

Li proposed a new pattern classification method called
Nearest Feature Line (NFL), which has been shown to yield
good results in face recognition and audio classification and
retrieval[7][8].

Zhao et. al. [9] extended the NFL method to video
retrieval. Unlike conventional methods such as NN and NC, the
NFL method takes into consideration of temporal variations and
correlations between key-frames in a shot. The main idea is to
use the lines passing through the consecutive feature points in
the feature space to approximate the trajectory of feature points.

In this paper, we further develop the previous work by
proposing a feature (key-frame) extraction scheme for the NFL
based shot classification and retrieval. Considering the way that
the NFL works in shot classification, it is important to select or
extract proper key-frames based on which the NFL does the
classification. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
the main algorithm is produced. Section 3 is experimental
results and analysis. Conclusion is drawn in section 4.

2. VIDEO SHOT RETRIEVAL USING
KEY-FRAMES COMBINED NEATEST
FEATURE LINE (NFL) METHOD
NFL method assumes that there are at least two sample

points (feature point) in each class and through these known
samples linear extrapolation or interpolation could be made to
generate the feature line.

We regard the key-frames in a shot as the known sample
points in the feature space. Since in this paper we focus on the
clustering issue, we simply select the color histogram space as
the feature space that we discussed.

In section 2.1 we describe how to use the NFL method in
shot retrieval. In section 2.2 we introduce how to combine
key-frame extraction with NFL method.

2.1 NFL Method used for shot retrieval
In a shot we think of that the distance in color histogram
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space between two adjacent key-frames mainly caused by the
object motion or camera manipulation. So we use the line
passing through the feature points of two key-frames to
approximate the trajectory of the continuously frames between
the two end key-frames.

We consider two frames iF and jF in video space

mapping to the points if and jf in the feature space. Let

{ }mkkkk ffff L,, 21= (1)

where m is the dimension of the feature space. The difference
between frames iF and jF can be measured as Euclidean

distance ji fff −=∆ in their feature space. The straight

line passing through if and jf of the same class, denoted by

ji ff , is called a feature line (FL) of that class (See figure 1).
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Figure 1: Feature points if and jf �feature line ji ff �

and query feature point xf .
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the entire feature space. When there are Q classes in the
database, Q such FL spaces can be constructed, with a total
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Letting xf be the query feature point, supposing the

query-by-frame situation. We define the distance between the

query point xf and the feature line ji ff as

),( jix fffDist . Let xp denote the projection of xf on the

feature line ji ff (see figure 1)�
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so that

xxjix pffffDist −=),( (4)

The distances between the query point xf and each line in

the whole feature line space could be calculated, and these
distances are then sorted in ascending order. The best matching
shot in the video database should be the one containing the
key-frames that form the feature line of the smallest distance
with the query frame. The sorted list of shots gives the retrieval
result in order.

2.2 Key-frame Extraction for NFL-based
Retrieval

Let Nfff L,, 21 be the feature points corresponding

to the key frame sequences of shot C, where N is the number of
key frames in the shot. The trajectory through Nfff L,, 21

forms a curve in the feature space. As mentioned above, we

use the feature line 1+kk ff to approximate the curve segment

876

1+kk ff between feature points )1(, +kk ff . The FL space

for shot C is composed of an order of 1−N feature lines:

}10|{ 1 −≤<= + NkffS kk
c , which is a subset of the entire

feature space. It is an approximate of the trajectory.
To achieve better performance based on NFL, it is

desirable that the actual manifold between two successive
feature points is close to the FL, i.e. the manifold bounded by
two success feature points should be as linear as possible
between the two points. A better approximate may be obtained
by break the entire curve at “Sharp Corners” and use the corners
as the key frames, calls break point (BP) key frame.

A classic curve splitting algorithm, is available at [10] (See
Figure 2).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Stages of classic curve splitting algorithm.

However, that algorithm is very time-consuming in
computing the breakpoint on the curve.

Here we propose a simple but efficient key frame
extraction approximate method, calls SBP (Simplified
Breakpoint) key frame extraction. (See figure 3)

[Algorithm 1]
1. Set the number of frames in shot C:

CshotinframesN ___= , and initialize the number of

key frames: 0=M .
2. Let 1=k .

• If δ>+ ),( 1kk ffDist or δ⋅>+− 111 ),( CffDist kk ,

then a new key frame generated: frame 1+kf is a

new key frame and 1+= MM .
• If δ<+ ),( 1kk ffDist and δ⋅<+− 111 ),( CffDist kk ,

no key frame generated.
• 1+= kk .

3. If 1−<= Nk , then go to step 2, else exit.



In this algorithm, δ is a tolerance predefined by user; 1C a

constant between 1~2. We have chosen in our experiments,

1C =1.8.

fj+1fi+1fi

fj

Figure 3: The approximate algorithm of key frame
extraction.

After extract key frames, the number of key frames M is
an important parameter that reflect the character of the shot. If
the M is very small or 0=M , we could draw the conclusion
that there is very little change in the shot, so we can regard the
shot as one feature point in feature space. If the M is very large,
we could draw conclusion that the feature in the shot change
greatly or the tolerance δ selected before is too small, the
δ can be adjust then recomputed again.

Obviously, it is a bad instance, if the feature points
mapping to the key frames extracted out are on a line. Here we

use the dot product of vectors of kk ff 1− and 1+kk ff to

remove the redundant feature points. Of course, if not taking
this step, it will take no effect on result, but increase the
complexity of computing.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In our experiment we use color histogram as the feature.

The color feature is defined according to the 1976 CIE u’v’
perceptually uniform color space. The generative model is a
histogram: space u’v’ is divided into 256 square bins (16 bins
on a side). The model is that a bin is chosen with probability
proportional to the stored histogram count and the color of a
pixel is the color of the center of the chosen bin. There are 16
bins in u’ that span from 0.16 to 0.2883. There are 16 bins in v’
that span from 0.4361 to 0.5361. Colors outside of these spans
are clipped to the nearest bin.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed improved
NFL method, we build a video database of 160 shots. These
shots are taken from forty minutes Sports News of CCTV,
including track and field, swimming, soccer, gig and
advertisements etc. Figure 4 shows the user interface of our
experimental program. Up-row is the browsing area for
showing the first key-frame of each shot. And user can select
the image that he wants to query among these frames.
Down-row is the result area for showing the query results in
ascending order of distance.

We use precision and weight score to measure the
performance. The following measure [8] will be used in
performance evaluation:
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where, q represents the query shot and mrrr ,,, 21 L are the m

top ranked matches for the query shot q. The judgments for the
value of ),( krqMatch are given by subjective evaluation in

our experiments.
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)/1(1 , here qN is the number

of queried shots that match the query shot q. Because the

weights kw are decreasing with the rank position k, a higher

ranked correct match contributes more to ),( mqη . The weights
are normalized by the factor W in the following sense: When
the top qN matches are all correct, ),( mqη reaches the

highest possible value of 1.
We designed five experiments for evaluation:

1. SBP (Simplified Breakpoint) key frame extraction
with NFL method (total key frame number: 622);

2. BP (Breakpoint) key frame extraction with NFL
method (total key frame number: 597);

3. EI (Equal Interval) key frame extraction with NFL
method (total key frame number:700);

4. EI (Equal Interval) key frame extraction with NN
method (total key frame number:700);

5. EI (Equal Interval) key frame extraction with NC
(total key frame number:700).

Experiment 1 and 2 are based on our approach. The
difference between these two is that in the Experiment 2 the key
frame extraction method is classic curve splitting algorithm
[10], while in experiment 1 the key frame extraction method is
our simplified breakpoint search algorithm (Algorithm 1 in 2.2).
The experiments 3, 4 and 5 are designed for comparing
traditional classification method with ours. In our experiments,
we keep the number of key frames extracted in experiment 1
and 2 less than that experiment 3, 4 and 5.

Figure 5 gives the result of our experiments. The results
show that the ‘breakpoints-based key frame extraction’ + NFL
methods produce better performance than NC, NN and
traditional NFL method.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a new approach for

query-by-example video retrieval. The breakpoint based
key-frame extraction and NFL classification method are
combined and considered as a whole process. In this way, the
NFL method could achieve its best performance.

The experimental results show that the proposed combined
method performs not only better than the traditional
classification methods such as NN and NC, but also better than
the traditional NFL method without considering key-frame
extraction.

Now in our experiment we only use color histogram as the
feature for classification. In the future, we will add more



features (texture, shape, etc) for classification. We expect
better performance with adding these new features.

Figure 4: Interface for the retrieval program
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Figure 5: The score of different methods
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